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For many of us it might be a long time since we competed against/with others. Entering a
woodturning competition may be one of the new skills which we need to work on. These
competitions are similar to competing in sports or other activities. If one wants to do well you
have to be better than the other guy. These are just some thoughts on what I have picked up
since starting woodturning a few years ago.

1.. Know the rules, they can be found on the website at
http://www.dublinwoodturners.com/Competition%20Rules.html. and include
specification in advance which must be adhered to, no makers name allowed on piece
and no baize allowed, pieces cannot have been previously entered.

2..What will the judges be assessing the piece on? Form, finish & function. Does the piece
look good, well finished, is it proportional and well turned? Finish is a key element,
sanded to smooth (400800 paper?), no toolmarks visible.

3..Spend some time on the bottom of the piece. Woodturners are the only people who will turn a
piece upside down to see how well the base has been finished, judges will do it too. The
base should be done to the same high standard as the rest of the piece. The shape and
form fo the base should be in harmony and proportional with the overall piece.

4.. Observe the characteristics of the winning pieces, this will give you an idea what the judges
find appealing. How are the winning pieces finished? how proportional are they? Turn
them upside down and see how well the bases have been turned & finished. Just like in
the world of sport if the other guys are outscoring you with what they put into their work
then they will win!

5.. Its hard or nearly impossible to be completely original in the woodturning world but its best
not to just copy someone else. Put your own twist and personality into the piece and it will
stand out from the crowd!

notes on Entering competitions by John O'Neill
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July competition photos

1st advanced
Colum Murphy

2nd advanced
Brendan Phelan

4th Advanced
Tony Hartney

5th Advanced
Paddy Finn >

1st Experienced
Vincent Whelan

1st Beginners
Ray Ivers

2nd Beginners
John O'Neill

3rd advanced
Cecil Barron

3rd Beginners
Charlie Byrne

4th Beginners
Frank Trappe
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Saturdays Demo by Colum Murphy
Natural Edge Bowl and other bowls

Notes by Pacelli O'Rourke, Pics by Rich Varney

1st Artistic
Colum Murphy

2nd Artistic
Cecil Barron

3rd Artistic
Brendan Phelan

4th Artistic
Frank Trappe

5th Artistic
John O'Neill

Note: When a bowl is turned from branch wood there is the
utmost need to be extremely light handed when approaching
the bark from inside and out. Ideally, all the bark should be
intact at the end of the project.
A Forstner bit is held in the Jacobs chuck at the headstock.
The wood is plumbranch. Colm drills into the blank by pushing
it onto the Forstner bit. At this point the blank is reversed with
support from the tailstock. This gives the opportunity to ‘even
up’ the sides. Colm announces that he can do a whole bowl
using only one gouge! He now begins shaping the outside. The
callipers is used to determine the diameter of the tenon which
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which is available at the meetings. A timely reminder of
the wonderful spirit of fellowship in the chapter.
He now returns to the walnut bowl mentioned earlier.
This is mounted with support from the tailstock. He
stresses the need for the wood to be perfectly dry. His
advice is that once mounted on the lathe, one should
have a good look at the piece and become acquainted
with its characteristics, including if it is running out of
true. ‘Keep your focus on the ‘horizon’, not the cutting
edge of the tool. (‘I’m looking at one O’clock’). ‘Take

small, light cuts at the start.’ A rattling sound is a reminder of
the soft/hard challenge of walnut. ‘When traversing with the
gouge, move your body rather than just your arm.’ He is now
using a screw chuck in the 4 jaw chuck. Two parallel pencil
lines about 25mm apart mark a band for decorative carving.
The carving is done with a small electric carving tool with
serrated ‘wheel’ .
A quick aside before finishing; it was no surprise to anyone
that Colm had the pleasure of hearing the chairman calling
out his name as the winner of both the advanced and artistic
sections of the monthly competition!
Well done Colm! And thank you for an interesting and
informative morning.

will suit the diameter of the chuck, in which it will be held for
hollowing. The tenon is now dovetailed for maximum hold.
Hollowing
RPM can be increased with very light cuts. Very little sanding should
eventually be needed. Colm emphasises the ideal of having a toolrest
with no marks or indents on the resting bar. Clearly, our demonstrator
aims at perfection! This impression is reinforced when you begin to
see ‘feathers’ floating to the floor!
At this point, he shows us a large, partially turned, walnut bowl. He
raised the issue of how challenging walnut can be. It comprises both
soft and hard wood which demands sensitive handling by the turner.
Otherwise, the gouge will tend to sink further into the soft wood.
Nonetheless it is a beautiful material with a variety of figures and
colours.
At this stage, Colm continued with the hollowing of the natural edge
piece. I note that he brought along his bench grinderand used it
when required. ‘Make sure the tool is cool before bringing it to the
wood.’ As the toolrest has to be angled into the bowl, be extremely
careful not to cause injury to your fingers! Also, take the precaution to
check for total clearance before you start up. Roll the gouge in an arc
down the side and toward the centre. Colm also uses a pullcut away
from the centre. Finally, the gouge can be deployed as a scraper, as
ever using a very light touch. A small scraper is used to clean up the
bottom. At this stage, Colm encouraged new or inexperienced
members to avail of the treasury of experience, knowledge and skill
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John stepped in at very short notice and gave a demo on
two subjects.
1 Boring a hole in a part turned lamp blank.
2.Using a very recently acquired pen making jig.

The pillar of the table lamp was made by glueing pieces
of contasting wood together, mounting on lathe and
spindle turned as seen on right image. The base also
consists of 2 contrasting woods.
Next task was to bore the wiring hole through the centre
of the piece.
John used a custom tailstock centre which has an
opening in the body to allow for extracting the dust and
shavings from the boring process. Heat and dust buildup
is the main issue when boring through long lengths of
wood, this device goes a long way to managing this
problem.
Then he went straight into boring through the lamp. His
long boring tool has a slight variation on the tip of it
where there is a cutting edge across the top. According
to John the trick is to do the job in little bits, push the tool
in a few mm, withdraw and removed the waste. This is
where his custom tail centre comes into it own, debris is
easily removed when the bit is withdrawn allowing quick
reinsertion.
His next demo part was to talk about his latest

Wednesdays demo
demonstrator John Doran, notes and pics by John O'Neill

Base of table lamp Tip of boring tool
acquisition, the Axminster Deluxe Assembly/Disassembly Pen
Press, 170 spondulics in the Carpentry shop. John got this as
replacement for a faulty but less elaborate unit.
The video on the unit can be found at
https://www.axminstertools.com/axminsterdeluxeassembly
disassemblypenpress106069.
John demonstrated use of the unit to assemble and
disassemble a pen, worked well. Thank you John.

custom tailstock with debris extract
opening

axminster pen jig
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Rim design by John O'Neill

The base of a bowl or other piece deserves and gets special consideration, its probably going
to be the main chucking point and will need to be 'finished off' at end of turning.
But the rim is the bit which will have the first impact on the viewer, it will often be the area which
people touch most. The piece itself will be seen, felt, held, appreciated, admired, and critiqued,
the beholders view starts with the rim.
The rim should also complement the overall design of the piece and be visually pleasing, it
should not clash with the form of the piece.
There are many possible rim designs, from the very simple to the complex. One note on rims
for bowls, the rim should not be the area where bacteria or dirt collects and should be easily
cleaned, particularly on the inside surface.
Many articles on 'rim' starts off with the 'ogee' curve. Ogees are around since the date of the

Persion empire and was used extensively
in historical architecture. The human face
is a natural ogee shape so we see ogee
curves everywhere without realising it!
Basic ogee curve images on the right, next
to this is an ogee inspired doorway from
KIlfane church in Kilkenny. This is not the
only rim shape open to the woodturner, the
basic rounded rim works perfectly well for
most bowl shapes. Rims can be narrow or
wide and this has to be decided early on
the the turning exercise as adding in a rim

feature later not an option open to the woodturner!
On the left is a ceramic soup bowl and below it a 2,500 year
old persian bowl, both with ogee rim designs.
The narrow rim require that the rim be completed before the
body of the bowl is removed as the wood will flex when it
narrows and be impossible to turn or become dangerous,
strong tape around the outside of the bowl will help with very
narrow rims. The rim can be decorated with cove in its centre
or with a permanent marker to prevent it 'disappearing'
visually.The wider rim allows for greater flexibility when
including decoration. This type can be sloped inwards,
outwards, have both inwards and outwards slopes, can also

be flat or with an ogee curve. Decoration can be used to turn the rim
into a feature which will enhance the piece, carefull not to overpower!.
The next rim type is the natural edge. This type I believe is more
popular with woodturners than with the general public. Good bark is
necessary for this to work and look good, bark can be fixed using
superglue as it may separate as the piece dries. The best wood is
from a tree felled in winter when the sap isn't rising. No other
decoration required as the bark itself provides the standout feature.
The slope of the natural edge depends on where the blank was cut
from the tree.
Suggested reading on the subject 'The art of turned bowls' by
Richard Raffan.

textured rim on bowl
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Wednesday Demos: Brendan Phelan
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John O'Neill
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I still need articles for the newsletter.
Not looking for novels but if you have learned or figured out
something or skill that may be useful to others, share it with

us!
Go on Google and research a topic of interest to wood

turners, then write about it.
Woodturners are always interested in how the other guy turns

his pieces so if you have something that you think may be
unique or novel jot down a few notes, take a few pictures and

send them on.

Interesting items from the web............................

https://www.cloverwoodcraft.ie/
woodturner from south Kildare

Gallery of artistic woodturnings https://www.artofturning.com/gallery/

German wodoturner doing some spectacular work
https://kirstenmuensterprojects.com/pages/hansweissflog




